MEASURES OF ACADEMIC PROGRESS

Student Profile Report

Key student data, all in one place

This innovative new tool collects a host of valuable data about a student into one easy-to-use, interactive report that lets an educator easily see exactly how the student is growing—as well as what the student needs next to support continued growth. This report makes it faster and easier than ever to use data to differentiate instruction.

Student Profile Report features

- Intuitive interface that makes data easy to understand
- Access to all previous years of student data in one place
- Snapshot of performance compared to national norms and projected proficiency on state summative tests
- Instructional areas module with insight on where educators need to focus instruction for the student
- Ability to create growth goals to track student progress throughout the year and beyond

Your feedback shapes the future

You’ll always see a “feedback” button at the bottom of the Student Profile Report—and we’re counting on you to use it! Northwest Evaluation Association™ (NWEA™) developed this tool in direct response to user input, and we’ll rely on your feedback to continue making improvements. We’ll be releasing updates periodically that will make it even easier to leverage your Measures of Academic Progress® (MAP®) data.

Ongoing updates to add more features

We’ll continually add new features, including:

- **Key data from other sources**—including Student Progress Report, Student Goal Setting Worksheet, and the Learning Continuum—in one convenient place
- **Visual modules** that show growth over time
- **Even more detailed student data** in each module
- **Customizable, printable reports** to share with parents or other educators

SAMPLE: Student Profile Report

Draft version shown. Actual report may have different look and functionality. Additional features and improvements will be ongoing.

Easily select a student from your roster

Comparisons module provides context for the student’s RIT score

Feedback button lets you shape future enhancements to the report
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Next-Generation Reports

We’re changing the face of data to help students learn

Next Generation Reports is an innovative approach that delivers on our commitment to constantly seek feedback from our partners, then use that feedback to drive feature improvements, enhancements, and additions to MAP. These new and evolving reports will better visualize, consolidate, and coordinate data to make it easier than ever for educators to interpret and apply the rich information they get from MAP assessments at every level—classroom, building, and district.

Here’s what to expect over the coming school years:

- An educator dashboard with users’ task-specific data to make workflow easier and more efficient
- Custom dashboards that allow you to create a one-stop spot for all your most crucial data
- Continually evolving report design that makes data easy and intuitive to understand and apply
- Customizable reports for schools and districts that give you insight into what matters most for your schools
- Ongoing additions and improvements based on what you tell us you need

Your voice makes all the difference

The valid, reliable data you get from MAP will become easier than ever to use as we move into the next generation of reports. Every change we make is intended to make it easier for educators to use the rich data from MAP to help all kids learn. This is a journey, and we’ll be continually soliciting your feedback as we progress—because what will make reports truly innovative is how well they support educators like you in doing what’s best for students.

Learn more about how MAP assessments deliver valid, reliable data that supports educators at every level—district, school, and classroom—in their work to support growth for every student: NWEA.org/MAP

NWEA has nearly 40 years of experience helping educators accelerate student learning through computer-based assessment suites, professional development offerings, and research services.